SANITARY MEASURES
VOILES DE SAINT-TROPEZ 2020
-

Village des Voiles race village :
Limited to 287 people (exhibitors and press 37 px, visitors 250 px)
Compulsory wearing of masks (sign posted at various points in the village)
Respect for physical and/or social distances (1m between each individual)
Temperature reading at the entrance
Provision of hydro-alcoholic solution or lotion at the entrance, within the village and in all stands
Counting of visitors on entry and exit
Maximum groups of 10 people
Floor marking in front of the stands
Regular reminder of instructions by microphone
Site cleaning by BIO&CO wearing masks, protective clothing and gloves whilst cleaning the site

-

Reception Area:
Limited to a restricted number of people with accreditation
Installation of partitions and « plexiglass »
Cleaning of the workspace during each departure/arrival

-

Jury Area:
Limited to a restricted number of people with accreditation

-

Committee Area:
Limited to a restricted number of people with accreditation
On Water :

Committee boats / accompanying boats / security boats:
-

Compulsory wearing of masks
Regular hand cleaning with hydro-alcoholic solution or lotion

Competitor boats
-

Compulsory wearing of masks
Regular hand cleaning with hydro-alcoholic solution or lotion
In the event of suspected COVID:

-

Notify the designated reference point
Isolation in the « COVID cell » located inside the race village

-

Notify the person in charge of the DPS who will liaise with the ARS

General measures in town:
-

-

-

Compulsory wearing of masks everywhere in the port and the old town (see map below);
Respect of physical and/or social distances (1 meter between each individual);
Deployment of municipal police officers during the week and at weekends with vehicles equipped with
loudspeakers to remind the public of these measures with the issue of fines if necessary;
Establishment of a provisional emergency unit made up of two medics and an emergency vehicle made
available by the regional fire department, situated at the centre of the event on the Quai Jean Jaurès;
A stock of masks and hydro-alcoholic gel will be given to each security officer and policemen in the
exceptional circumstance where a visitor has come unprepared and is unaware of the protocol in place, this
applies in particular to overseas visitors;
Visual communication will be put in place by the municipality in the form of signs stating « compulsory
wearing of masks » as well as on the town’s digital signposts. There will be specific signage at the town’s
entrance (Bouillabaisse) indicating the same information and the measures specific to the event;
Barriers will be placed on the quai d’Estienne d’Orves to channel spectators;
Increased vigilance through video surveillance (particularly regarding compliance with mask wearing) with
the installation of 36 cameras within the perimeter zone.

The red line
delineates the
perimeter of
the zone within
which mask
wearing is
compulsory
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